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Epson Screen (50" Desktop type) - ELPSC32

Brand : Epson Product code: V12H002S32

Product name : Screen (50" Desktop type) - ELPSC32

Screen (50" Desktop type) - ELPSC32

Epson Screen (50" Desktop type) - ELPSC32:

No more big black boxes
There's no need to let a big, black TV screen permanently dominate your space. By using a non-fixed
screen and projector, you'll have the flexibility to view content on a big screen when you need it and
hide it away when it's not in use.

Make the most of your projector
Don’t settle for projecting on to a bare wall – with our screens you can enjoy the exceptional detail,
vibrant colours, defined shadows and deep blacks that your projector provides.

Fuss-free assembly
Forget complicated instructions and lengthy installations, our screens are quick and easy to assemble.
Just like our projectors, Epson screens are designed to get you up and running with minimal fuss. What's
more, they're also easy to stow away.

Flexible positioning
Our versatile screens can be used in almost any room and can be easily adjusted so that you can get the
best out of your projector.

Performance

Format Wide
Diagonal * 127 cm (50")
Country of origin China

Design

Mounting type * Wall
Product colour Black, White

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Package width 120 mm
Package depth 925 mm
Package height 185 mm
Package weight 3.84 g

Logistics data

Products per pallet 64 pc(s)
Pallet gross length 120 cm
Pallet gross width 80 cm
Pallet gross height 2.15 m
Products per pallet layer 4 pc(s)
Products per pallet layer (UK) 6 pc(s)
Products per pallet (UK) 96 pc(s)
Pallet length (UK) 120 cm
Pallet width (UK) 100 cm
Pallet height (UK) 2.15 m
Harmonized System (HS) code 90106000
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